Chronic Inflammatory Diseases – Diabetes Mellitus, Rheumatoid Arthritis, Coeliac Disease, Crohn’s Disease, and Ulcerative Colitis Among the Offspring of Affected Parents: A Danish Population-Based Registry Study
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Background: Chronic inflammatory diseases (CIDs) may share aetiological factors across diseases. We used registry data to evaluate the risk of developing five common childhood CIDs dependent on the parents’ disease status.

Methods: We performed a national population-based registry study by linking data from the national Danish health registers from January 1973 to March 2016 to evaluate any potential associations between parents’ disease and development of CIDs among the offspring. Results were adjusted for parental age at birth, the decade of birth, gender of the child, and type of birth. A cohort of 2,699,449 liveborn children was established for investigating the primary outcome measures: diabetes mellitus (DM), rheumatoid arthritis (RA), coeliac disease, Crohn’s disease (CD), and ulcerative colitis (UC) and all diseases combined (CID).

Results: Children with one CID affected parent (Hazard ratio (HR), 95% confidence interval (95% CI)=1.75 (1.72–1.79, p<0.001)), one multiple CID affected parent (HR=2.23 (2.11–2.34), p<0.001), and both parents affected (HR=3.10 (2.98–3.22), p<0.001) were at higher risk than children without CID affected parents. Children with DM, RA, and COE affected parents were at increased risk of three specific diseases (DM, RA and COE), whereas children with CD and UC affected parents were at increased risk of two specific diseases (CD and UC).

Conclusion: Children with CID affected parents were at increased risk of the same CID as their parents as well as other specific CIDs dependent on the parents’ CID. Future studies should address the aetiology underlying these findings to support the development of new strategies for prevention, treatment, and cure.
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Plain Language Summary
The authors investigated the sharing of diseases between parents and children to achieve a better understanding of disease causality. The studied diseases were five diseases commonly occurring in children, i.e., diabetes mellitus, rheumatoid arthritis, coeliac disease, Crohn’s disease, and ulcerative colitis. Therefore, the authors assessed the risk of disease among children to parents with the same diseases.
We found that:
Children with one parent with one disease, one parent with multiple diseases, and two diseased parents were at progressive increasing risk for getting a disease compared to children with no diseased parents.

Children were at an increased risk of developing the same disease as their parents.

In addition, children were at increased risk of developing a different disease from their parents. First, children with parents with diabetes mellitus, rheumatoid arthritis, or coeliac disease were at increased risk of these three specific diseases. Next, children with parents with Crohn’s disease, or ulcerative colitis were at increased risk of these two specific diseases.

In conclusion, the children were at increased risk of the same disease as their parents. The children were also at increased risk of one or more other diseases, which were dependent on the parent’s disease. Further, the diseases were divided into two groups with shared risk, diabetes mellitus, rheumatoid arthritis, and coeliac disease on one hand, and Crohn’s disease, and ulcerative colitis on the other.

Introduction

Chronic inflammatory diseases (CIDs) include such disparate diseases as diabetes mellitus (DM),\(^1\) rheumatoid arthritis (RA),\(^2\) coeliac disease (COE),\(^3\) Crohn’s disease (CD),\(^4\) and ulcerative colitis (UC).\(^5\) The occurrence of these diseases increased dramatically during the recent decades in westernized countries,\(^6-10\) suggesting shared disease mechanisms and etiologies across the diseases. Indeed, CIDs share environmental risk factors\(^11-14\) including births by caesarian section\(^15\) and genetic susceptibility factors.\(^16-18\) In line with this, patients with one CID are at higher risk of developing other CIDs.\(^19-22\) Also, offspring to parents with CID had an increased relative risk of 4–32 for developing the same disease as their parents.\(^23\) A few studies also suggest that individuals with a family history of one CID may be at risk of developing other CID,\(^24,25\) including one study investigating the morbidity among the offspring of parents with RA.\(^26\)

Since all CIDs involve immune-mediated etiological mechanisms,\(^27\) the identification of shared as well as unique risk factors of various CIDs may improve the understanding of disease causation. Studying recurrence risks could help understand the complicated relationship between these diseases by pinpointing possible shared and individual disease mechanisms. Such information might help to explain the mechanisms and aetiologies responsible for the increase in the incidence of these disorders. The hypothesis for the present study is that CIDs share a common etiological component associated with having a parent with CID, ie, that the risk of developing a CID is higher among children with an affected parent than among children with unaffected parents. The present study aimed to evaluate the risk of developing a CID dependent on the parents having a CID or not. In this study, we use the phrase “occurrence” to indicate that the child of a parent with CID develops CID regardless of the aetiology (genetics or environmental). This study took advantage of the National Danish registries completeness, size, and long follow-up.\(^28-31\) Thus, this study investigated the occurrence of five common childhood CID among children treated at Danish hospitals.

Method

Study Cohort

The cohort contained all Danish live born births from January 1973 to March 2016 (N=2701 408) and was extracted from the Danish Medical Birth Register and the Danish National Patient Register. Linking the different datasets from the Danish Medical Birth Register and the Danish National Patient Register as well as linking children to parents was done by the unique personal identity number assigned to every inhabitant in Denmark at birth or immigration. We excluded 1929 children (0.07%) due to missing date of birth and 30 children (0.001%) with lacking information about both parents’ disease resulting in a study cohort of 2,699,449 births. Due to the extended follow-up of the cohort, we allowed persons to be included in the study both as children and as parents of their own children.

CID in Offspring

We defined the outcome events as the first diagnosis of the child of each type of CID, as well as the first diagnosis of any CID (outcome “any CID”). Outcomes were identified in the Danish National Patient Register by ICD codes (Supplemental Table S1).

CID Among Parents

We defined CID in parents as exposure variables, separately for each child’s mother and father as dichotomous variables. A parent was classified as affected with one of the CIDs described in this study if there was registration in the Danish National Patient Register with an ICD code corresponding to the specific CID. A parent was classified as affected by any CID if there was a registration with any
ICD code corresponding to the CIDs described in this study. A parent affected with multiple CIDs was classified if there were 2 or more registrations in the register with ICD codes corresponding to distinct CIDs included in this study. When evaluating the occurrence of DM among parents we did not distinguish between the different types of DM.

Statistical Analyses
We investigated the risk of developing each of the CID as well as any of the CIDs as a separate outcome. We define the risk as the probability of a given event occurring. Because the risk changes over time, we estimate this probability by way of hazard ratios, where a hazard is defined as the number of cases at a given time point divided by the number of people which are not cases yet at time t. Kaplan Meier plots and Cox proportional hazards model with time from birth as the time scale were utilized to compare the risk of each the offspring acquiring CID depending on the parents’ different CIDs combined as well as stratified by gender of the child. To evaluate the proportional hazard assumption Schöenfeld residuals were investigated. We carried out three Cox proportional hazard models, an unadjusted, a partial, and a fully adjusted model. The unadjusted model contained the exposure variables which corresponded to the specific CID. The partial model was adjusted by the year of birth and the age of the mother and father at birth. The fully adjusted model included these variables as well as whether the child was born by caesarean section. We thus included as a covariate if the child was delivered by way of caesarean section or not by data from the Danish National Patient Register (from 1973), respectively, the Danish Medical Birth Register (before 1973).29,30 The number of affected children related to the same parents was not investigated, as these data are not accessible. The statistical analysis was repeated with exposure corresponding to multiple CIDs or any CID. Stata IC was used to conduct the statistical analysis for the study.

Patient and Public Involvement
Patients and public were not involved in the study design or execution. The patients’ associations (The Diabetes Association, The Danish Coeliac Disease Association, Danish Rheumatism Association, The Psoriasis Association, and The Danish Colitis-Crohn Association) will be invited to take part in the discussion and dissemination of the results. No public health policy recommendations are derived from this work.

Results
Of the 2,699,449 liveborn children between January 1973 and March 2016, 8.4% (228,069) had a mother with CID, and 9.1% (244,512), had a father with CID. Table 1 shows the characteristics of this cohort. In total, 32.9% of offspring from at least one affected CID parent developed CID (19,641) compared to 15.9% of the children with no CID affected parents (419,175) (Supplemental Table S2).

Relative Risk of CID Among Girls and Boys with at Least One Parent Affected by CID
Table 2 shows the relative risk of developing a specific CID or any CID among the girls, boys and children (girls and boys combined) that had a parent with a CID compared to children with no CID affected parent as the reference group. Children with one CID affected parent (Hazard ratio (HR), 95% confidence interval (95% CI) =1.75 (1.72–1.79, p<0.001)), one multiple CID affected parent (HR=2.23 (2.11–2.34), p<0.001), and both parents affected (HR=3.10 (2.98–3.22), p<0.001) were at higher risk than children without CID affected parents. Figure 1 and Supplemental Table S3 show the relative risk of developing a specific CID or any CID among the children that had a parent with a specific CID compared to children with no CID affected parents. Children with a parent with DM, RA, or COE were at increased risk of DM and COE. Children with a parent with DM and RA were at increased risk of RA. Children with CD or UC affected parents were at risk of CD and UC. Furthermore, girls with RA or CD

Table 1 Number of Cases with Diabetes Mellitus (DM), Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA), Coeliac Disease (COE), Crohn’s Disease (CD), Ulcerative Colitis (UC), at Least One Chronic Inflammatory Disease (CID), and More Than One Chronic Inflammatory Diseases (CID Multi). Numbers are Given as Exact Numbers and as Percentage of the Study Cohort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Child (n=2,699,449)</th>
<th>Mother (n=2,699,449)</th>
<th>Father (n=2,699,449)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CID</td>
<td>59,696 (2.26%)</td>
<td>228,069 (9.23%)</td>
<td>244,512 (9.96%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>23,998 (0.90%)</td>
<td>149,320 (0.59%)</td>
<td>191,099 (7.70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>10,528 (0.39%)</td>
<td>37,586 (1.41%)</td>
<td>20,607 (0.78%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COE</td>
<td>7179 (0.27%)</td>
<td>7270 (0.03%)</td>
<td>4162 (0.16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>9231 (0.34%)</td>
<td>16,707 (0.62%)</td>
<td>12,569 (0.47%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td>12,948 (0.48%)</td>
<td>31,516 (1.18%)</td>
<td>27,450 (0.10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIDMulti</td>
<td>38,379 (1.44%)</td>
<td>13,528 (0.50%)</td>
<td>10,708 (0.40%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CID, at least one chronic inflammatory disease; DM, diabetes mellitus; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; COE, coeliac disease; CD, Crohn’s disease; UC, ulcerative colitis; CID Multi, more than one chronic inflammatory diseases.
affected parents were at increased risk of RA and CD. The relative risk of developing COE was 23.3 (95% CI 21.0–26.0) among girls, and 14.9 (95% CI 12.7–17.5) among boys with a COE affected parent. Children with CD and UC affected parents, and girls with RA affected parents were at increased risk of CD and UC.

**Relative Risk of CID Dependent on the Sex of the CID Affected Parent**

Supplemental Table S4 and Figure 2 show the fully adjusted relative risk for children with a CID affected parent dependent on the sex of the parent. The relative risk of developing COE was 22.9 (95% CI 20.7–25.4) if the mother had a COE diagnosis versus 13.1 (95% CI 11.0–15.6) if the father had a COE diagnosis. Similarly, for the other diseases, the risk was generally higher if the mother was affected by CID compared to the father, but the differences for disease other than COE were relatively small.

**Relative Risk of CID Dependent on the Age and Sex of the Offspring**

Supplemental Table S5 shows the full, partial, and unadjusted relative risk for the association between parental CID and the incidence of CID among the offspring separated by gender and stratified according to the age of the child when the CID was diagnosed (0–9, 10–19, 20–29, 30–39 and over 40 years). Overall, although the risk of developing a CID was increased in both genders when having a parent with a CID, the risk seemed to affect the girls for a longer period compared to the boys, i.e., the girls appeared to be at increased risk for an extended timeframe compared to the boys.

**Discussion**

This register-based national cohort study of 2699 449 children investigated the risk of developing five common childhood diseases – DM, RA, COE, CD, and UC – according to the parents’ CID status. Children without CID affected parents were used as the reference. Children with one CID affected parent, one multiple CID affected parent, and two CID affected parents were at progressively increased risk of CID. In addition to being at an increased risk of developing the same disease as their parents, children of a CID affect parent were at increased risk of developing a different CID from their parents dependent specifically on the parents’ disease (Figure 1). The results showed two patterns of increased cross-disease occurrence. The first pattern was between DM, RA, and COE and the second increased cross-disease pattern was between CD and UC. Thus, children with DM, RA, or COE affected parents were at increased risk of these three specific diseases, and children with CD or UC affected parents were at increased risk of these two specific diseases. Moreover, girls with RA or CD affected parents were at increased risk of RA and CD. Furthermore, girls with a CID affected parent were at higher risk than boys, and children with a CID affected mother were at higher risk than those with a CID affected father. Apart from COE, these differences were small. The increased risk was detectable for more than 40 years, and in general, girls were at an increased risk for an extended period of time compared to boys.

The strengths and weaknesses of this cohort have been discussed previously. The main strength of this observational study is the inclusion of more than 2.5 million nationwide births with complete ascertainment. The most common CIDs among children treated at hospitals in Denmark were chosen with an overall rate of CID among the parents of 8.4–9.1%. This information and a follow-up period of more than 40 years have provided sufficient power to analyse the associations between parental disease and risk of CIDs among the offspring. An additional strength includes the adjustment of known or
Figure 1 The Kaplan Meier plots for developing diabetes mellitus, rheumatoid arthritis, coeliac disease (COE), Crohn’s disease (CD), ulcerative colitis (UC) and at least one chronic inflammatory disease (CID) among the male and female offspring to CID affected parents.

Abbreviations: DM, diabetes mellitus; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; COE, coeliac disease; CD, Crohn’s disease; UC, ulcerative colitis; CID, at least one chronic inflammatory disease; CID Multi, more than one chronic inflammatory diseases.
suspected confounding factors such as caesarean section. The sensitivity analysis found that the hazard ratios (HR) increased from the unadjusted to the partially adjusted, which suggests that possible confounding variables were adequately taken into consideration. The association of parents’ disease with the risk of CIDs in children varied by the age of the child, hence the reported overall HR should be interpreted as average risk increase. The main weakness of this study is the observational design, which cannot infer causality from positive associations. One might expect that the suspicion of a CID could have been high among children with CID affected parents leading to a higher diagnostic rate and/or to earlier diagnosis. Although risks were increased for some CID, the risk of other CID was not increased, thus supporting the validity of the results. Still, we cannot exclude that having a CID affected parent may add to an earlier diagnosis of CID compared to children without CID affected parents. Furthermore, even though we have attempted to adjust for relevant confounders, we cannot exclude residual confounding in the analysis. Whereas it may be considered a strength to use already existing register data, produced for other purposes than that of the present study, the validity of the data may be affected by missing registrations and coding errors. Such errors few in numbers and have occurred without specific relation to the present study. Despite these limitations, this data does provide epidemiologic evidence for the concept of identifying shared pathways between different diseases.

This study is the first in-depth investigation of diseasespecific and cross-disease-specific occurrence of one of five common childhood diseases according to whether the parent(s) had been diagnosed with one of these CID (Figure 1). The results support the idea of these diseases sharing common aetiological component(s) associated with having a parent with CID. The findings of our study support other literature. One reported an increased risk of developing DM among offspring to RA parents. The other study reported an increased risk of CD and UC among children to UC and CD affected parents and a higher risk to the offspring of developing the same CID as the parent. However, these studies investigated, in part, the same cohort as the present study.

This study is unique in finding shared occurrence of some CIDs but not others. Understanding the biology behind the pattern of occurrence of common CIDs is vital for the future treatment of these diseases. This study generates more hypotheses on specific and shared disease mechanisms in CID, which can be tested in the future. Future studies should explore the causal pathways underlying the disease risk conferred by a parents’ disease since this knowledge may support the development of prevention and optimised treatment strategies in CID.
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